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Mustertest Englisch 
Niveau Zertifikatsstufe B1 

 
Aufgabenstellung 

 
Zeit Hilfsmittel 

90 Min  Keine 
 

Name  Punkte Visum 

Vorname Korrektor 1 
……………….. ………………..

Schulort Korrektor 2 
……………….. ………………..

Datum Korrektor 3 
……………….. ………………..

 
Bewertungsschlüssel 
 

Maximal erreichbare Punktzahl:   129 
Vorgesehene Mindestpunktzahl für Note 6: 120 
Vorgesehene Mindestpunktzahl für Note 4: 72 

Vorgesehener Notenschlüssel: erreichte PunktzahlNote 1 5
Punktzahl für Note 6

    

 
Hinweise zu den Aufgaben 

 Lesen Sie die Aufgabenstellung sehr sorg-
fältig. 

 Die Lösungen sind direkt in die Aufgaben-
blätter einzutragen. Bei Platzmangel be-
nutzen Sie bitte die Rückseite. 

 Zusatzblätter sind mit Namen, Seitenzahl 
sowie der Aufgaben-Nr. zu versehen und 
dem dazugehörigen Lösungsblatt beizule-
gen. 

 Achten darauf, wenn Sie an Ihrer Lösung ei-
ne Korrektur anbringen, dass klar ist, was gilt 
(das Ungültige klar durchstreichen). Bei meh-
reren Lösungen für die gleiche Aufgabe gilt 
die Aufgabe als falsch gelöst. 

 Die gesamte Aufgabenstellung ist mit der  
Lösung zusammen abzugeben. 

 Die Prüfungsaufsicht erteilt keine fachlichen 
Auskünfte. 

 
Bemerkungen 
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1 Look at the text in each box. What does it say? 

Mark the correct letter a, b or c on your sheet. 
 

5 P

 0 Example: 
 

 Ella 

Can you call the cinema from home and check the film 
time before leaving?  
Let me know what time we should get there. 

Carla 

  

 Ella should 

a    ring Carla after arriving at the cinema. 
b    contact Carla after phoning the cinema. 
c    go to the cinema to check when the film starts. 

  
 1 Reservations can be made at the desk during office 

hours at least a week in advance after which only online 
inquiries will be processed. 

 

 a   You cannot make a reservation earlier than a week before the event. 
b   Late comers have to apply online. 
c   Outside office hours you must make your reservation online. 

  
 2 Hi John, could you call your sister from work and ask 

whether the play will begin on time before coming over? 
Check whether we have time to eat beforehand as it 

may take two hours! Cheers, Mary 

 

 a    John should not meet Mary before he has talked to his sister. 
b    Mary would like to have dinner with John and his sister. 
c    John should go to the theatre on the way to Mary’s place. 

  
 3 You must enrol and pay the fees by Friday in order to 

participate in the advanced course unless you are one 
of 5 lucky recipients of a voucher in which case you 
must confirm your enrolment. 

 

 a    Only people with a voucher may begin the advanced course. 
b    You must wait until Friday to enrol for the advanced course. 
c    If you have a voucher you must enrol but you don’t have to  pay. 
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 4 Dear friends, We’re not cutting our stay short after all 

as we haven’t yet been to all the sights in Florence 
and we won’t make it there again for a couple of years! 
Yours, Robert and Jane  

 

 a    Robert and Jane plan to return to Florence soon. 
b    Robert and Jane have changed their plans to stay longer. 
c    Robert and Jane had wanted to stay longer in Florence but don’t have 
  enough time to do so. 

  
 5 Dear guests  

You may bring coats and bags to your seats on week-
days instead of leaving them at the cloakroom al-
though it remains at your disposal at all times. 

 

 a    Guests must check first whether the cloakroom is open. 
b    Guests must leave their things at the cloakroom on Saturday and  
  Sunday.  
c    cannot leave their things at the cloakroom on weekdays. 
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2 Vocabulary: the hotel  

Complete the text with a word or phrase from the box. 
 

9 P

 restaurant*, entertainment, railway station, dining room, front desk, swimming pool, 
expensive, room service, lift, gym 

 

  

The hotel with the famous revolving…restaurant*… on the top floor offers a splen-

did view as well as some of the tastiest food in town. People usually take the ……... 

although the broad stairway with paintings on the walls attract the occasional visitor. 

You would expect the restaurant to be quite ………………... but I was surprised to 

find reasonable prices. The food in the …………………… for the hotel guests is just 

as good and you don’t have to reserve a table in advance. Hotel guests can also or-

der hot and cold snacks 24 hours a day by calling ………………… . My favourite 

sports facility is the indoor …………, especially in winter. The Olympic size open-air 

……………………… is of course only open in summer when the weather is warm. 

The evening programmes change throughout the week from classical concerts to 

disco nights and you’ll find a wide range of …………………… to choose from. The 

location is extremely practical as it is only a five minutes’ walk from the  

…………………………, attracting commuters and travellers as well as residents. 

Whenever I’m in this part of town, I usually hop in and go straight to the …………… 

……… to check the evening programme, book a table or a slot for an hour of fitness 

at this hotel with many faces.  
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3 The people below all want to find somewhere to stay. 

On the next page there are descriptions of eight hotels. 

Decide which hotel would be the most suitable for the following people. Mark the 
correct letter (a-h) next to the pictures. 

 

5 P

......  

  

Felipe and Gabriela want to spend the weekend in the 
city centre near the railway station with their one-year-
old son. They want to be able to walk everywhere. They 
plan to eat in restaurants. 

......  

 

Giorgos wants to be able to swim, but is not interested 
in other sports. He'd like to spend the weekend some-
where quiet in the country. The hotel must have a car 
park. 

......  

 

Monica would like to stay somewhere in the countryside 
where there are organised activities so that she can 
meet other people. As she has some work to do, e-mail 
facilities must be available. 

......  

 

Julia and Robert are travelling by car and want to park 
at their hotel. They don't want to be further than ten 
kilometres from the city. They want to swim every day 
and have dinner at the hotel. 

......  

 

Adam and Barbara need to stay somewhere in the city 
which provides lunch and dinner and has a car park. 
Their three children all enjoy sports. 
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4 Vocabulary: expressions with similar meanings  

Match the corresponding expressions. 
 

6 P

    

..g..  0 old-fashioned film a funny film  

......  

......  

......  

......  

......  

......  

 

 

1 musical 

2 thriller 

3 romantic film 

4 comedy film 

5 in real life 

6 famous actors 

b well-known stars 

c film with singing 

d love story  

e this actually happened 

f adventure film 

g film made in the past 

 

5 Grammar: Choose (underline) the correct word or words to complete the second 
sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the fist sentence. 

 

7 P

0 Did you speak to Mary  
 recently? 

Have you (spoke, spoken, speak) to Mary 
recently? 

1 This film is new for Ellen. Ellen didn’t (seen, saw, see) this film yet. 

2 Jan is not here anymore. Jan (gone, went, been) away recently. 

3 I am new in this town. I (moved, moved the, moved to) town last 
month. 

4 My  desk is not yet cleaned up. I (didn’t, don’t, have not) clean up my desk 
yet. 

5 He can’t see well anymore. His eyesight (has got, has gotten, was got) 
worse.  

6 Jim is not hungry anymore thanks 
 to the sandwiches. 

Jim has already (had, had got, got) some 
sandwiches.  

7 My Dad and I often went to foot-
 ball matches. 

My Dad (had use to, did use to, used to) 
take me to football matches. 
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6 Choose a word from the box to complete the sentences. There are more words 

than you will need. You may need to use a word more than once. 
 

5 P

 already, now, during, for, in*, later, earlier, of, so, than, since*, then, yet, as, before 

 
0 We’ve been on holiday …in*… this lovely place ...since*… the end of June. 

1 They get lots of tourists here ……… the summer, but not as many ……… ten 
 years ago. 

2 I don't want to go back to town …………, I’ll leave two weeks ...………  

3 I’ve …………… made many more friends …………… the beginning of these holi
 days than in a whole year back in town. 

4 I’m...…... much more relaxed out here ...……... in that busy town of ours.  

5 I have been trying to find a bungalow ………… my own ...……... a long time.  

 

7 Grammar:  

Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first:             
Choose (underline) the correct word or words. 

5 P

 0 It's a long time since I wrote to my penfriend.  
 

I (didn’t wrote, haven’t written, haven’t wrote) to my penfriend for a long 
time. 

 
1 We haven't stayed in this hotel before.  

 This is the first time that we (stay, do stay, have stayed) in this hotel. 

2 We arrived here a week ago. 

 We (been, have been, did be) here for a week. 

3 This is the first time I rode a horse. 

 I (haven’t rided, have never rode, have never ridden) a horse before. 

4 I haven't played tennis for a long time. 

 It's a long time since I (played, didn’t play, play) tennis. 

5 The last time she had a holiday was two years ago. 

 She (had, hasn’t, hasn’t had) a holiday for two years. 
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8 Vocabulary: word sets 

Put the words in the box into the correct columns in the table. (If a word can be pla-
ced into more than one column, please choose only one.) 

12 P

 actor*, article, camera, CD, cinema, contents, concert, crossword, director, drum-
mer, game, guitarist, headline, keyboard, make-up, mouse, movie, musician, photo-
graph, program, rock, screen, software, story, website 

  

film music magazine computer  

actor* 

camera 

cinema 

director 

make-up 

movie 

screen 
story  

CD 

concert 

drummer 

guitarist 

keyboard 

musician 

rock 

article 

contents 

crossword 

headline 

photograph 

story 

CD 

game 

keyboard 

mouse 

movie 

program 

screen 

software 

website  

 

  
 

 

9 Look at the sentences below about the information sheet for Action Sports Camps. 
Read the text on the next page to decide if each sentence is correct or incorrect. 
If it is correct, mark y(es) on your answer sheet. If it is not correct, mark n(o) on your 
answer sheet. 
 

10 P

…….. Some centres are open all winter. 

…….. The activities available depend on the weather. 

…….. 
Action Sports Camps courses are unsuitable for people who are excellent at 
sports. 

…….. You need to have your own sports equipment. 

…….. Children and adults spend some time together each day. 

…….. Some of the staff are unqualified. 

…….. Action Sports Camps only recommend accommodation of a high quality. 

…….. You have to pay the total fee one month after you book. 

…….. Action Sports Camps charge you more if you pay with your credit card. 

…….. 
If you cancel three weeks before your camp, you will get half your money 
back. 
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10 Vocabulary: Action Sports Camp 

Look for the words and phrases in the text on Action Sports Camps.  
Match them with the explanations below. 
 

12 P

 athletics, accommodation, equipment, refunds, hostel, deposit, book, qualified staff, 
confirmation, racket, sports centre*, facilities, brilliant 

  

   0 where you can play football, do gymnastics, etc. = …sports centre*…  

  1 someone who is excellent at something is = ……………… 

  2 an information stating that a booking is definite = ...……………… 

  3 something you use to carry out your sports activity = ………………… 

  4 another word for sports = ………………… 

  5 to register and pay for a place at the camp = ………………… 

  6 something used for playing squash or tennis = ………………… 

  7 includes everything that is available for use in a centre = ………………… 

  8 a place to stay cheaply = ………………… 

  9 professionals working at a place = ………………… 

10 a place to stay = ………………… 

11 what you get back if you have paid and cannot come = ………………… 

12 what you have to pay in advance to make a reservation = …………………  
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11a Word formation 

Complete the sentences with the correct form of the given word or phrase.  

0 (accept) Thank you for your suggestion; it is quite acceptable. 

8 P

 1 (intend) It was not his ……………... to  wake everyone up. 

2 (comfort) I don’t feel well on this sofa, I’m ...……………... . 

3 (child) His behaviour was very ...…………... .  

4 (please) She seems very ...…………... to have been chosen. 

5 (approve) I do not like those friends of yours; I ...…………... of them.  

6 (beautiful) ....…………... is a quality that everyone admires. 

7 (harm) The dog will not hurt anyone; he is ...…………... .  

8 (brave) The rescue team ...………... faced the waves and rescued everyone. 

  

11b Find a synonym for the words in parentheses in the sentences below, using the  
following words:  

10 P

 around, roughly, significantly, much less, more or less, slightly, approximately, 
nearly, fewer, well under 

  
  1 She was usually (a little) …………… worried when she didn’t hear a sound. 

  2 (Not as much) I sleep …………… in the summer. 

  3 We are (almost) ……………… the same age. 

  4 I meet my friends after work (at about) …………… five p.m.. 

  5 The colour was (measurably) ………………… darker after the last treatment. 

  6 There are (an average of) …………………… 1.8 · 1015 cells in the human body. 

  7 I …………… watch (an average of) three films a month. 

  8  A large part of the Dutch coastline is ……………… (clearly below) sea level. 

  9 There are …………... (not as many) birds in our garden than 20 years ago. 

10 We …………… (almost) ran the car into the bushes.  
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12 Read the text and (5) questions below. For each question, mark the correct letter  

a, b, c or d on your sheet.   
5 P

 
 

The Artist 

People think being an artist must be a wonderful way to earn one's living. And of course, 
there are lots of great things about working for oneself, at home alone, even in a cold stu-
dio like mine.  
What I really like is that nobody tells me what time to start in the morning. I like to paint as 
soon as I wake up, which is always early, but isn't the same time every day. And nobody 
tells me what to wear, or whether I can take the afternoon off and go to a football match. 
But then, I have no one to chat with when I’m bored, no one to discuss last night's match 
with during the office lunch hour. Sure, I can spend the afternoon doing something I enjoy 
like cycling or gardening if I choose. But the work will still be there when I do finally get 
back home. 
Unfortunately working at home means that people can always find me, whether I’m bored 
or not, and once I’ve answered the doorbell, it's too late – my thoughts have been inter-
rupted. No one would dream of calling in if I worked in an office, but I find myself listening 
to friends’ troubles. As they talk, my ideas disappear and I feel increasingly stressed think-
ing of my work waiting to be done. 
However, when I hear the traffic news on the radio, and imagine my friends sitting misera-
bly in their cars in a jam, feeling bored, or waiting unhappily for an overcrowded tram in the 
rain, I realise that I really haven't got much to complain about. I find a CD which will start 
me thinking, turn it up really loudly and begin another picture. 

 

   
 1 What is the writer trying to do in the text? 

a    encourage readers to work at home 
b    describe his working life 
c    explain why he has changed his job 
d   say how he would like to work 

 

 2 What does the writer like about his life?  

a    He has plenty of opportunities for sport.  
b    He needn't work in the morning.  
c    He is his own boss. 
d   He has a comfortable place to work.  

 

 3 What does the writer imagine he might do with colleagues? 

a    have meals in restaurants  
b    go to the swimming pool  
c   talk about sport 
d   spend time in the countryside 

 

 4 The writer plays loud music because 

a    the traffic outside is noisy 
b    it helps him to have ideas 
c    it prevents him from feeling bored 
d   he dislikes listening to the radio 
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 5 Which reason does the author give for working in the studio instead of at home? 

a    He has more space there. 
b    He doesn’t have to clean up the studio. 
c    He doesn’t get interrupted by visitors.  
d   He is more creative in the studio. 
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13 Read the text below and choose the correct word for each space.  

 
10 P

 A book I recommend 

I found Escape from Time by Andy Treen very exciting and I really (0) enjoyed* 

reading it. It's a story (1) ............... a boy called Troy who goes on a journey to  

(2) .............. for his friend Zyra. It wasn't what I had expected, although I am  

interested (3) .......... science fiction. I thought this story would be like films  

I had seen, but I (4) .................. after a few pages that it was (5) ............  

interesting than a film. Troy goes to many places and times. He (6) ............ his 

knowledge with different (7) ............ of people and learns new skills from them. 

Then he moves on. The last part of the book (8) ............... the meeting between 

Troy and Zyra when they are both caught by some space criminals from the future. 

But that's enough information from me (9) ............ I don't want to spoil it for you.  

It's really quite (10) ................, too, with some excellent jokes about time travel in it. 

 

   
 0 enjoyed* pleased amused delighted  

 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

 10 

from 

ask 

by 

explained 

even 

divides 

kinds 

shows 

when 

funny 

about 

follow 

with 

realised 

more 

joins 

variety 

discovers 

because 

sad 

on 

look 

of 

showed 

much 

shares 

range 

describes 

if 

shocking 

with 

find 

in 

believed 

too 

adds 

qualities 

says 

unless 

frightening 
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14 Grammar: preposition or no preposition after a verb  

Look at the following sentences. Decide whether you need to put a preposition in 
each space. If you do need a preposition, decide which one. (If not: mark  — ) 

10 P

   0 My house is ...close… to the shops, so it's very convenient. 

  1 There are many places ...……... interest in my town. 

  2 My parents would prefer to live ...……... the countryside. 

  3 The waitress brought ………… the guests new glasses. 

  4 The sports centre is very popular ...……… young people. 

  5 I go to school by bus, and it's about ten minutes' walk ...………... the bus station 
 to the school. 
 
  6 I should leave ………… nine o’clock. 

  7 We will have to wait ………… the next corner.  

  8 He lives ………… the lake; you can see it from his bedroom window. 

  9 My best friend lives ...……... the next street to me, so she often comes over. 

10  The state took the land ………… the farmers for a development project. 
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15 Complete each sentence with the right word. 10 P

   0 Alecia Moore is better known (like / as) …as… Pink. 

  1 The Bellevue Hotel only serves breakfast (so /but) .........… there are two good 
 restaurants nearby. 

  2 The Blue Lion Hotel has talks and shows, (because / while) ............ York  
 House has dances. 

  3 The hotel is popular with visitors travelling by car (since / although) ............ it  
 is close to all the main roads. 

  4 (Because / although) ............... the restaurant is very small, it serves  
 excellent meals. 

  5 The hotel is closed in January (while / because) .............. the owners go on 
 holiday. 

  6 Felipe and Gabriela have a one-year-old son (since / so) …...… they need a 
 family hotel. 

  7 The sisters look (like / as) ….....… twins but they are a year apart. 

  8 They both worked (like / as) …...… teachers for over 20 years. 

  9 We leave (to / for) …......… work every morning at six. 

10  He closed the door as soon (that / as)…......… possible to keep out the  
 sand. 

 

 

 


